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 Sound: Dolby Atmos 2.0 Channels: Stereo ACN-32 HEVC 10-bit / H.265 4K HDR The Samsung UN75000 is a 4K UHD
HEVC TV in the new Super UHD class (4096 x 2160 pixels) with HDR 10 and Dolby Vision Plus. It supports HDR content on
Netflix and Amazon Prime and offers a UHD premium with HDR10 and Dolby Vision. Its built-in HDR 10 and Dolby Vision
support will also play back HDR content from other services such as iTunes, YouTube, Vudu and more. The TV is compatible
with both HDR10 and Dolby Vision. It will also receive a firmware update, which will add HDR 10 and Dolby Vision support,
so you will have the latest HDR content. HDR support for UHD TVs is currently a bit of a mixed bag. Some manufacturers are
adding the HDR support as an update via a firmware update, but others are shipping the TV with an HDR10 content decoder

already built in. We'll see if this TV can take advantage of the HDR10 and Dolby Vision features it has. However, the key
feature that makes this TV stand out is its Samsung audio. Dolby Atmos is a kind of physics-based audio that was first seen on
video games consoles such as the PS3, but has been used in many movies and TV shows in recent years. Samsung says it can
reproduce the ambience of an entire room using Dolby Atmos, and not just a few select channels and even speakers. It says it

has tested this technology for "eight months" with the "stunning" results. There's no doubt that Dolby Atmos is capable of
creating stunning effects, but its effectiveness is dependent on the quality of the speakers and the room. We found that at some
angles, the audio seemed to be a little too focused, although that could just be us since we were outside the ideal Dolby Atmos
configuration. There are of course different speaker formats, including 4.1, 5.1 and 7.1 surround, which means Dolby Atmos

will benefit many types of content. There are of course other audio formats out there. Dolby Atmos does not need a Dolby
Digital Plus decoder because it includes a Dolby Digital Advanced Audio Decoder. What the more advanced Dolby Digital Plus

decoder does is allow Dolby Digital Plus and Dolby Digital 7.1 to be streamed to the TV. The Samsung UN75 82157476af
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